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Dear Senator Griff,
On behalf of the International Australian Studies Association, we write to encourage you to oppose the
government’s proposed changes to the funding of university degrees. The proposal will reduce overall
university funding, while discouraging students from enrolling in Humanities-based degrees.
The government argues that the proposed changes will maximise students’ employment opportunities, but
policy research shows that more than 90% of Humanities graduates are successfully employed postgraduation. Indeed, they earn more than graduates of sciences and maths (‘Humanities graduates earn more
than those who study sciences and maths’, The Conversation 19 June 2020).
These findings tally with industry and employer feedback over many years: that they consider critical thinking,
research capacity, and clear communication to be the key, flexible skills that prepare students for job-readiness
and employability. According to Deloitte Economics, Humanities graduates offer: a broad range of technical
skills; transferable skills that are in high demand from employers; the capacity to solve the ‘wicked’ problems
that the contemporary world manifests (2018 Report). Chief Executive of the Business Council of Australia,
Jennifer Westacott, indicated the same in 2016, when she noted that successful business leaders in the twentyfirst century would require ‘some form of humanities perspective and education’.
Moreover, increased costs for humanities degrees create a profound equity problem. They will load
Humanities, Law and Commerce students with significantly increased debt, and dissuade first-in-family
students from entering these broad professional spaces. They will exacerbate inequities between universities,
with the more elite institutions more likely to attract higher SES students who can afford the exorbitant costs.
The attention on Humanities degrees has distracted from a sector-wide challenge hidden in the detail of the fee
structure. The proposed changes represent a drop in overall funding for universities, given that many of the
courses with reduced student rates have overall reductions in total cost. This table published in The Australian
illustrates the hidden costs well:

Furthermore, there is no sign that the government will significantly lift the caps on domestic student numbers,
meaning that these changes will fail to fill revenue gaps effectively. This is further devastation for a sector
already reeling from the loss of international student revenue.
We welcome reduced fees for students, but believe this should be across the board of subject areas and
degrees. We also would like to see substantially increased university places to support anticipated growth in
domestic demand. What we call – and hope – for is a deep and careful rethinking of how we fund the University
sector as a whole in the post-COVID landscape, and into the second quarter of the twenty-first century.
In 2014, when this government last attacked university funding and wanted to shift costs to students, Centre
Alliance stood proud in the Senate on the side of university students, staff and principles of equity. We ask that
you do so again by rejecting this proposal.
We would be very happy to discuss the ramifications of the proposal with you in more detail, as well as other
broader issues around higher education and research funding.
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